In this paper, for the purpose of improving the energy efficiency of the industrial sensor networks, we investigated the event-based H ∞ filtering problem for a class of discrete-time nonlinear sensor network systems with time-varying delay, packet dropout, and multiplicative noises. Instead of traditional time-triggered communication mechanism, the event-triggered strategy is adopted in industrial sensor network, which could not only reduce the transmission frequency of the sensor measurement output, but also guarantee the prescribed filtering performance, if only the threshold in the event-triggered function is chosen suitably. The time-varying delay characteristic of systems is considered with the event-triggered strategy, which has seldom been studied due to the complexity of time-varying delay and event-triggered strategy. The most common network-induced phenomenon of packet dropout in industrial sensor network is described. The purpose is to design a filter satisfying exponentially stable and H ∞ indexes. The main result is that sufficient conditions are established, guaranteeing our proposed filter satisfying filtering performance constraints, and the parameters of filter could be got through the derived linear matrix inequality (LMI), if only it is feasible. At last, the filtering approach is demonstrated by a simulation.
Introduction
Over the past decades, the H ∞ filtering technique has attracted considerable research attention and fruitful results have appeared, see for example [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and the references therein. This is mainly due to the following two reasons. Firstly, in a lot of practical engineering, it is hard to get the probabilistic information of disturbance and the H ∞ technique could well deal with this kind of noise signals. Secondly, no matter how precise the system model is, there is also some error between the physical plant and its model. And the robustness of the H ∞ filtering approach may tolerate such error in system model. From the above analysis, we could find that investigating the H ∞ filtering event-triggered condition is satisfied. If only the eventtriggered condition is suitably constructed, the transmission frequency of measurement will decrease while maintaining the prescribed filtering performance. During recent years, the event-triggered communication mechanism has been successfully applied to controller design for various engineer systems, such as networked systems [25, 26] and multi-agent systems [27] [28] [29] . Also, some results about event-based filter design have appeared, see for example [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . However, when it comes to the industrial sensor network systems, considering the inevitable network-induced phenomena, the event-based filter design approach has not been adequately investigated and still has many problems needed to be solved. Therefore, the event-triggered communication mechanism will be adopted in the filtering problem for the proposed industrial sensor network systems.
Noting that, nonlinear control and filtering have attracted much interest [4, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] , due to the popular existence of nonlinearity in a lot of practical systems and its important effectiveness to systems. In [4] , a sectorbounded approach is proposed to handle with a class of nonlinearities. It is pointed out that many plants may be modeled by systems with multiplicative noises and some characteristics of nonlinear systems can be closely approximately by models with multiplicative noises rather than by linearized models [42, 43] . Therefore, in this paper, the nonlinearity of addressed systems is described by a nonlinear function and state-multiplicative noises, which could better present the practical nonlinearity.
As a main source of system instability, time-delay widely exists in practical industrial sensor network systems and should be taken into the analysis process of systems. As such, the H ∞ filtering for various timedelay plants has attracted much interest, see [35, [44] [45] [46] and the reference therein. For example, the robust filter is designed for systems with packet dropout and constant delay in [44] . In [35] , a delay-dependent H ∞ filtering method is proposed for delay systems whose postpone is time-varying. Very recently, in [30] , the eventtriggered strategy is adopted to address distributed H ∞ filtering problem for industrial sensor networks with time-invarying delay. Unfortunately, up to now, when event-triggered communication is adopted, the relative investigation about event-based H ∞ filter design problem has seldom taken time-varying delay into account. Therefore, we will investigate the event-based H ∞ filtering problem for industrial sensor networks whose postpone is time-varying.
Summarizing the above discussions, the event-based H ∞ filtering problem will be investigated for a class of nonlinear industrial sensor network systems with packet dropouts, multiplicative noises and time-varying delay. The main contributions are highlighted as follows:
1. During the design of filter for a class of discretetime sensor network systems with time-varying delay, the event-triggered communication mechanism is adopted.
2. A comprehensive model of nonlinear sensor network systems is proposed which subjects to packet dropouts, multiplicative noises, and time-varying delay.
3. Sufficient conditions are built which could ensure proposed filter and corresponding event-based filtering algorithm is addressed.
Section 2 introduces the methods utilized for the energy-efficient filter. In Section 3, the delay sensor network with packet dropouts and multiplicative noises is introduced. The results and discussions are given in Section 4, where sufficient condition is derived for the H ∞ filter and the filtering method is addressed . A numerical example is given in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
Methods
In this paper, the energy-efficient filter is designed based on Lyapunov theory method and linear matrix inequality method. The simulation experiment is based on the LMI toolbox of MATLAB R2014a.
Problem formulation and preliminaries
Here, the following discrete nonlinear sensor network system with time-varying delay and multiplicative noise is considered:
where
.., β) are zero mean Gaussian white noise with f (x(k)) is assumed to satisfy the following condition:
where θ > 0 is a known scalar and G is a known matrix. Different from traditional filter design, the eventtriggered strategy is considered, which could reduce communication frequency. As such, a event generator function g(·, ·) is defined as follows:
being the measurement at the latest event time k i and y(k) is the current measurement. δ ∈[ 0, 1] is the threshold. In practical engineering, δ can be determined on the basis of the filtering requirement. When a smaller filtering error is needed, δ is set to be smaller. The current measurement y(k) of the sensor is transmitted if only the following condition
is met. Thus, the event-triggered sequence 0 As is well known, the measurement of sensor transmitted by network may encounter packet dropouts. When the phenomenon of packet dropouts is considered, the real measurement obtained by filter can be depicted as
Remark 3 The event-triggered strategy is adopted in the networked filter design for industrial sensor network. As is well known, in time-triggered communication mechanism, the measurement output of sensor is transmitted by net
Here, stochastic variable α(k i ) is employed to govern the phenomenon of packet dropouts in industrial sensor network. It is assumed to be Bernoulli-distributed white sequence with
For system (1), construct the following filter:
where x f (k) ∈ R n is the estimate of the state x(k), z f (k) ∈ R m represents the estimate of z(k), and A f , B f , and C f is the filter gain matrix to be designed.
where,Ā
Definition 1 [13] : The augmented system (8) with w(k) = 0 is exponentially mean-square if there exist constant ε > 0 and 0 < κ < 1 thus
Our aim is to design a filter satisfying the following requirements: (Q1) the filtering error system (8) is exponentially mean-square stable, and (Q2) under the zero initial condition, for given scalar γ > 0, filtering errorz(k)
for all nonzerow(k).
Results and discussions
The main results and some discussions are presented in this section.
Analysis of H ∞ performance
First of all, we introduce the following lemma.
Lemma 1 (Schur complement) Given constant matrices S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 , where 
Proof : Choose the following Lyapunov function
Then, according to (8) withw(k) = 0, there is
Next, it can be derived that 
and
Let
It follows from (13)- (15) that
Moreover, if follows from (2) that
Furthermore, it follows from (16) and (17) that
Considering the event-triggered condition (3), we have
According to Theorem 1, we have 1 
Furthermore, similar to [13] , system (8) can be proved to be exponentially mean-square stable. The proof is complete. Then, the H ∞ index will be analyzed. 
Proof : It is clear that (20) implies (11) . From Theorem 1, system (8) is exponentially stable.
Then, we will analysis the H ∞ performance.
wherē
To handle with H ∞ performance, the following index is introduced:
where n is a nonnegative integer.
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Under the zero initial condition, we have
According to Theorem 2, we have
The proof is complete.
Event-based H ∞ filter design
Here, the H ∞ filtering algorithm will be solved in Theorem 3.
Theorem 3
Let the disturbance attention level γ > 0 be given. Then, for sensor network system (1) and filter (7) , the H ∞ performance constraints (9) and exponential stability are guaranteed, if there exist positive matrices P > 0, Q > 0, and ε 1 > 0 and matrices X and C f satisfying
is a feasible solution of (25) , then the filter matrices (A f , B f , C f ) could be obtained by means of matrices X and C f , where
Proof : Rewrite 2 as follows:
According to Lemma 1, (27) is equivalent to ⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ˆ
Moreover, rewrite the parameters in (8): Thus, (28) is equivalent to (25) . Then, from Lemma 2, we obtain (9), and system (8) 
Numerical simulations
The system (1) variables x 3 (k) and its estimatex 3 (k), and Fig. 2 plots the output z(k) and its estimationẑ(k), whereas the estimation error z(k) −ẑ(k) is shown in Fig. 3 . Event-triggered times are plotted in Fig. 4 , whereas one represents the times that event-triggered condition is satisfied and sensor signal is transmitted and zero represents times that event-triggered condition is not satisfied. It follows from Fig. 4 that the event-triggered communication mechanism can reduce the transmission frequency of the measurement output, which is energy efficient. According to Figs. 1, 2, and 3, it is easy to find that the proposed filter can estimate the state of the system well, and the energy-efficient filtering strategy has satisfying filtering Fig. 7 . Compared with the simulation results between δ = 0 and δ = 0.3, we conclude that, with suitable threshold δ, the event-triggered mechanism could reduce the network burden while ensuring certain system performance. The results confirm the proposed filter design method which could well achieve the desired filtering requirement. 
Conclusions
In this paper, based on the event-triggered mechanism, we have designed the energy efficiency H ∞ filter for a class of industrial sensor network system with time-varying delay, packet dropouts, and multiplicative noises. The event-triggered communication mechanism is adopted to improve energy efficiency. It could not only reduce the transmission frequency of the measurement output, but also guarantee the prescribed filtering performance. The time-varying delay is considered with event-triggered strategy, which has seldom been studied. Sufficient conditions are found through stochastic analysis technique. The filter parameters could be obtained by solving the certain LMI. Finally, the simulation confirms the proposed method.
